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Have you seen that before?

A special kind of cookie banner A new business model for Meta/Facebook? 2 / 19



Research questions

While the web is being researched, these practices are still very obscure.
� How many? Where?
� How are they technically implemented?
� Are they compliant with EU law?

Two master theses on it:
� one for quantitative assessment (feat. Adam Thunberg)
� another one for tracking analysis (feat. Viktor Fredholm)

Plus joint work with Cristiana Santos for the legal analysis .
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Previous work

Published at WPES2022
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Main findings from this previous work

Different types of walls

Also
� Divergent positions in the EU
� Mostly news websites
� Prices range from 36 to 75€ a year
� ALL websites were using the TCF
� No tracking prior to consent
� (Consent was the legal ground used

at the time)
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Legal landscape
Consent is the legal ground for tracking
It must be: prior, freely given, specific, informed, unambiguous, readable, accessible, and
revocable (Art. 4(11) and 7 GDPR)

Legitimate interest is another ground for data collection
But not for advertising purposes, and must not be conflated with consent.
Need to specify which ground before collection happens (⊕).

The Transparency and Consent Framework
� The standard behind (a lot of) cookie banners
� Brought in front of the CJEU by the Belgian DPA in 2022
� Update v2.2 rolled at the end of November 2023 to better comply
� Update includes removal of advertising purposes under LI
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Crawler

Distributed crawler using NLP over the 1 000 000 top websites.
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TCF analysis

Before interaction After consenting When logged in

Automated approach X X X
Semi-automated approach X X 7

Manual approach X X X

The automated approach was performed on 220 websites using Contentpass thanks to one
subscription.
The semi-automated approach was performed on all other websites, but without assessing once
logged in.
The manual approach was conducted on a small random subset of websites not using Contentpass.
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Findings I - Geography

Website Count
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Distribution of geographical website basis

Geographic distribution of cookie paywalls.
Total amounts to 431 ALL using the TCF.
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Findings II - Consent and tracking

Guess which proportion of people click on consent?
Between 94 and 99.9% a

Consent only works if freely given (i.e., choice is balanced).
Whereas people can be tracked by up to 365 vendors including big names such as:

� Oracle Advertising (legal troubles for buying data from Facebook)
� Criteo SA (just go a 40M€ fine by the CNIL)
� Acxiom (who won the Big Brother Awards).
ahttps://iabeurope.eu/wp-content/uploads/PUR-Modelle-bvdw_20231004-en.pdf
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Findings III - The TCF and the law, a complicated relationship

The TCF conflates legitimate interest and consent
All websites communicate your data for both grounds if you “consent”.

Some cookie paywalls track subscribers under LI
� 14 websites collect data under LI by default
� Whereas people pay NOT to be tracked
� It includes vague purposes such “Develop and improve products”

Custom storage
� 12 websites store your decision in a custom string
� Can it be a way to circumvent the TCF update?
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Recommendations
Ban custom storage
It might include ad-related purposes on unlawful grounds, plus it makes it hard to audit.
Although we received feedback that it won’t happen ...

Better technical distinction
Consent and legitimate interest are conflated at a technical level.
It can lead to wrongful implementations.

Level the legal field
Call for a join effort to harmonize decisions about cookie paywalls in the EU, isolated DPA
decisions might not be enough (see Germany).
Meta might very well be taking this legal uncertainty as an opportunity. See also a

ahttps://victor-morel.net/post/meta_paywalls/
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Conclusion

The paper in a nutshell
� Cookie paywalls are not restricted to newspapers anymore
� They extensively use legitimate interest (in addition to consent)
� National legal decisions do not seem to halt their proliferation (cf Germany)

The story is not over yet
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Impact
We contacted the EDPB

� Actually, many DPAs in addition to the EDPB
� Plus we recently provided an evidence-based feedback a

ahttps://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/
14054-Report-on-the-General-Data-Protection-Regulation/F3454132_en

noyb filed a complaint against Meta
� Notably because: 1) Price is unacceptable (especially if combined with other services),

and 2) No one pay anyway (consent may not be freely given) a

ahttps://noyb.eu/en/noyb-files-gdpr-complaint-against-meta-over-pay-or-okay

ICO opened a call for participation
Call for views on “consent or pay” business models a

ahttps://ico.org.uk/cookies-call-for-views-202403
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Pursuing the effort
Two additional theses at Chalmers

� Assessing discrepancies across regions/browsers etc
� Evaluating the role of Subscription Management Platforms (SMPs) a

aIn charge of the payment mechanism, such as Contentpass.

And one supervised by Cristiana Santos as well
On the lawfulness of cookie paywalls and a related business model

Upcoming user study
� Are visitors willing to pay for cookie paywalls?
� If yes, how much?
� How would the category of website (news, social media, etc) impact this choice?
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Have you heard of double paywalls?

Example from liberation.fr
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Even if you consent, you still cannot access all of the website

Wait, I thought I just consented not to have to pay
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We know very little about this new practice

From a legal perspective
� Two bodies of law: data protection and consumer protection (hard to evaluate)
� German data protection conference states in a recent evaluation that service through

payment and consent must be equivalent

From a technical perspective
� We have 0 numbers: How many? Where?
� Are you free of tracking if you pay on the second layer? etc

From a UX perspective
� Would people be willing to pay for these double paywalls?
� Is it a new deceptive design?
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The final world on the “final challenge of the GDPR”

Towards harmonization?
� The EDPB recently held a panel discussion on the “pay-or-okay” model
� Guidelines are expected soon
� Don’t expect groundbreaking news

The EDPB decision on “pay-or-okay” business
models may also impact double paywalls

https://www.edpb.europa.eu/news/news/2023/
edpb-application-gdpr-successful-sufficient-resources-are-necessary-tackle_en
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